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In the long-awaited sequel to Fablehaven, the dragons who have been kept at the dragon

sanctuaries no longer consider them safe havens but prisons, and they want their freedom. The

dragons are no longer our allies.... In the hidden dragon sanctuary of Wyrmroost, Celebrant the

Just, King of the Dragons, plots his revenge. He has long seen the sanctuaries as prisons, and he

wants nothing more than to overthrow his captors and return the world to the Age of Dragons, when

he and his kind ruled and reigned without borders. The time has come to break free and reclaim his

power. No one person is capable of stopping Celebrant and his dragon horde. It will take the ancient

order of Dragonwatch to gather again if there is any chance of saving the world from destruction. In

ancient times Dragonwatch was a group of wizards, enchantresses, dragon slayers, and others who

originally confined the majority of dragons into sanctuaries. But nearly all of the original

Dragonwatch members are gone, and so the wizard Agad reaches out to Grandpa Sorenson for

help. As Kendra and Seth confront this new danger, they must draw upon all their skills, talents, and

knowledge, as only they have the ability to function together as a powerful dragon tamer. Together

they must battle against forces with superior supernatural powers and breathtaking magical abilities.

How will the epic dragon showdown end? Will dragons overthrow humans and change the world as

we know it?
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The moment I found out Brandon Mull was releasing a follow up to his infamous Fablehaven series I



pre-ordered it and when I had the chance to read an advanced copy it was like having Christmas all

over again. My kids and I LOVED Fablehaven so I was openly optimistic and very enthused when I

discovered his newest book was going to pick up where the previous series ended but focus on

Dragons this time.Brandon Mull did NOT disappoint in this new book.His book is full of a detailed

world any of would love to visit but to see it described through a childÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s eyes

makes it better. I always find it interesting how he describes the scenery a second time through the

eyes of those who donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t know theyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re surrounded by magic

because it adds this whole other layer to the setting. I felt like I was actually walking around the

Dragon Sanctuary. I wish there had been a little more about the Fairy Kingdom when Kendra went

in but I cut Mull slack because he did describe it as a world undergoing repair.His dialogue was

perfect. I could feel KendraÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s, and everyone elseÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s, exasperation

with Seth. Newel and Doran always make me laugh so bringing them back was a treat. I like how he

really captures so many different types of character personalities to the point you feel like these are

all real whether youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re talking about a human or magical

being.IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve read spin-off series or sequels where it was so bad you felt like a

disservice had been done to the original or that it came off like the author wrote it as quickly as

possible to capitalize on the money without caring about their fans. This new book was thankfully

not tainted by either of those issues. New characters were added to freshen up the story line, a

plausible plot line has been created and it seemed like Mull took the time and attention needed to

create something that would appeal to his fans who wanted more Fablehaven without sacrificing

what made it so great in the first place.I am hopeful after reading this that the future books will hold

onto the same charm and wonder he created in the first series.

Ok, so where do I begin with this book? I read the original Fablehaven books as they came out and

my 13-year-old self was devastated when the series ended about 7 years ago. Well, after very

nearly an eternity and the last of my teenage years being drained away, this book was finally

published. I reverted to that 13 year old girl and experienced that same thrill and excitement I did

when I first read the original series. Despite being older than the target audience, this book does not

fail to please. It's well paced, funny, action-packed, and nail biting. The entire experience is simply

riveting. I love reading and have read a lot of books, but I have yet to experience a book that really

gives me an actual thrill like these do. The characters are so realistic and relatable that I feel like its

hard not to get pulled into the story. Kendra is a strong female character done in a way that doesn't

make them emotionless or unlikable, which I've found to be a problem in YA as of late. Seth is a



pretty typical 13 year old kid, his antics have not changed since the last books. Maybe pumped up a

notch. Loved the book. I can see the set up for the rest of the series and I am liking what I see so

far. If you have not read Fablehaven (the books previous to these), I absolutely, highly recommend

them. Fun, action packed, and surprisingly deep for their target audience. As for Dragonwatch, I

don't think I could have asked for more. This book is just about everything I dreamed of for 7 years.

Lots of awesome dragons, cool new magical creatures, and the same old faces that I've grown to

miss. 10/10.

I love the Fablehaven series and was very excited to see this book come out. It's a smooth

continuation from the last book but without being repetitive in any way. However it was much too

short. I read it cover to cover in a 2 hr plane ride. The conflict didn't have enough time to build the

kind of suspense and excitement of the previous 5 books or to develop the new characters.

Otherwise it's still an excellent and well written read and I'm looking forward to the next one. I highly

suggest reading this with your kids as it's one of the best series in the kid/young adult adventure

genre.

My family and I were so excited when we found out that Brandon Mull was writing a companion

series to Fablehaven, that as soon as it was available, we dove right in. It even became a race

between my 12 year old son and I to see who would finish first. (I lost!)Dishonestly is a perfect

example of what a great companion series is. The story picks up where Fablehaven left off, and the

adventures that Kendra and Seth face are ongoing throughout. This book was a very fun and

entertaining read! If you haven't read Fablehaven yet, I highly recommend reading that series first,

however I thing you'd figure out most everything about the characters if you choose to wait.Our

family loved this book and I'm not sure how we'll wait until 2018 for book two!

I was tempted to give the 4 stars, but after going back to Fablehaven to read that series for the 3rd

time, I realized that the first fablehaven book was similar. Lots of set up and in this book, annoying

nods to details new readers might not know. I am nearly 40 and Mull is my absolute favorite writer.

He has a knack of coming up with scenarios and monsters you just cant see coming. I am now on

the third book of Fablehaven and I jumped up from the couch to write this because, with Brandon,

his books get more and more deep and complex as the series progresses. Has me very excited for

the 5th book of Kindoms and where the story will go in Dragonwatch!
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